InnoShade

InnoShade
SOL’ART Louvre

InnoShade SOL’ART louvre systems are architecturally designed and
developed to provide solar shading and control through fixed and manually
or motorised operable systems.
Creating striking architectural facades that are highly functional in providing
privacy, light and solar control are now easily achievable with the InnoShade
SOL’ART louvres for both commercial and residential applications.

SOL’ART Louvre Fixed

Fixed blade systems can be set at a predetermined angle
dependent on the application.

SOL’ART Louvre Operable - Manual

Manually operable blade systems allow manual adjustment for
privacy, light and solar control.

SOL’ART Louvre Operable - Motorised

Motorised operable blade systems allow for the ultimate ease
and control, either via a switch, remote or fully automated as
part of a building managment system.

The tonal shading, colouration and graining variations add to the architectural character and overall visual
appearance of the finished installation.
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1800mm

2700mm

3800mm

3800mm

coverage

* Guide only, span based on reinforced section (with aluminium inserts) and is dependent on region and wind load.

SOL’ART Opening Roof
SOL’ART’s Opening Roof is perfect for all outdoor areas and
spaces that require control and protection from the sun and
other natural elements. Motorisation creates the ultimate ease
and full control over the amount of light, shade, ventilation
and airflow allowed in through the roof. And if connected to
a rain sensor, the SOL’ART Opening Roof will automatically
close when the first drops of rain start to fall, protecting your
guests and your furniture and ensuring the outdoor festivities
can continue without disruption.
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american oak
*Please bear in mind that colours may appear
slightly different on delivery due to the lighting
during photo shooting or different computer
monitor settings.
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